PHRED SEZ.....
J. Fred Ettline, WBCCI #27910

Refrigerator Vent Baffle
If your Airstream refrigerator does not function well during the summer when you are also running your air conditioner, the
following email tip from John Hussar, WBCCI # 17305, may be of interest.
“We have a 1985 – 25 foot trailer. It originally did not have AC, but had a Dometic AC installed by an Airstream dealer
technician in 2001. In 2002, our original refrigerator (17 years old) died. (Your article in 2002 was very timely on the dangers
of ammonia on a failing refrigerator.) Since then we have had five new refrigerators and a new cooling unit installed. At the
Perry International rally, we were experiencing another failure and Dometic Technician Bill Hendrix suggested a baffle on the
roof between the exhaust of the AC and the roof vent of the refrigerator. The forceful blast of air exhausting the AC affects
the ventilation of the refrigerator, and causes the refrigerator to overheat and eventually causes blockages in the cooling unit.
Even our cardboard temporary baffle improved performance immediately. If the location of the exhaust of the AC is near the
refrigerator vent it is highly recommended a baffle be installed. Note that some trailers (starting about 1989) have factory
installed baffles. The baffle can be easily fabricated and installed. Apparently neither the Airstream dealer installation
technician nor Dometic technicians who worked on my unit prior to Bill Hendrix had been made aware of the necessity of the
baffle on my unit.”
Now Phred Sez that the baffle has been installed by the Airstream factory for a number of years, but only when the side
exhaust of the air conditioner can blow against the banana shaped cover at the top rear of the refrigerator. (See photo 1.) This
mechanical exhaust hinders the natural vertical flow of warm air up the back coils of the refrigerator and out the roof vent. It
overcomes the design specifications of the refrigerator, “cooking” the unit, and eventually necessitating replacement. Please
note that Airstreams with different floor plans, (where air conditioner side exhaust is not in close proximity to the refrigerator
roof vent) do not require the baffle. (See photo 2.)
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The CD book, Phred Sez - the First Ten Years, has been well received and is in its third printing. It is available on
computer CD (written in Microsoft Works and also Microsoft Word). Order by mail for yourself or for loved ones by
sending a check for $15 each (Includes shipping) to the address below.
Help me with topics for the PHRED SEZ column. Send your creative experiences and ideas by US mail, E-Mail,
Fax, or phone: Fred Ettline
Email ettlinef@bellsouth.net
39 South Hampton Drive
Phone and Fax(843)766-9308
Charleston, SC 29407
The ideas expressed in this column are those of the author or fellow Airstreamer
and should not be construed as those of a licensed technician.
Implementation of any idea is entirely at your own risk. Consult a technician if you do not feel personally qualified.
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